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AIR STRATOS
MAKE YOUR RIDE 
STRATOSPHERIC

NEW



MAKE 
YOUR RIDE 
STRATOS-

PHERIC
Discover AIR STRATOS, 

the soul of cycling. 
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S 230 - M 255 - L 270

S 235 - M 250 - L 270

S 410 - M 420 - L 430

M 240 - L 260

M 230 - L 250

Air Fit

Air Fit

Air Fit

Air Fit

Competion + Fit

Triple shell in-mould carbon/eps frame

Monoshell in-mould

High performing EPS/PC shell

In-mould triple shell

In-mould triple shell

TOP PERFORMANCES

FASTEST RACES

TIME TRIAL RACES

AERO AND VENTILATED RIDES

ROAD AND OFF ROAD ADVENTURES

LEADING TECHNOLOGY

AERODYNAMICS

PERFORMANCE

VENTILATION

DESIGN
AERODYNAMICS

LIGHTNESS

VENTILATION

WEIGHT g

FIT SYSTEM

CONSTRUCTION

IDEAL FOR

M 240 - L 250

Air Fit

 Dn mould çĭőàğëǝshell

GRAVEL ȂǝADVENTURES

AIR REVOLUTION

AIR STRATOS

AIR PRO

AIR SPEED

AIR KING

AIR MASTER

AIR STARENDURANCE

NEW



 In mould double shell

15 air vents, inner air flow channels

Air fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Comfort

M 53 57  L  57 61

M 240 gr   L 250 gr

GRAVEL ȂǝADVENTURES

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR 

AIR STRATOS

AIR STRATOS is a high performance all-terrain helmet for fast, light gravel and adventure 
riding. This robust and lightweight model has been designed from the ground up to 
keep the weight low and the comfort high.

Double in-mould shell with 15 vents for strength and ventilation. AirFit-System provides 
the best comfort and non allergenic treated pads keep your head dry.  
A strong construction made for thousands of kilometers on bikepacking expeditions, 
rough roads and single tracks.

Ready for the perfect mix of racing and adventure? With Air Stratos you can live your 
adventures everywhere, surrounded by wonderful scenery, riding on your bike with style, 
fun and in total safety!

PRICE       99,95 €





IRIDESCENT WHITE

SILVER

DEEP GREEN

IRIDESCENT MATT BLACK

AVAILABLE COLOURS

BLUE

RED

AMARANTH

AIR STRATOS

MATT 



NEW



RENEWING THE 
LIGHTEST



REVEALING 
THE SECRETS 
OF LIGHTNESS

Our secret of lightness is a complex achievement: it is a 
combination of raw material selection, deep and wide 

know-how of the pre-expansion and in-mould processes. 
We have been not just pioneers of the in-mould process 

but can still count on a wide knowledge and ongoing 
developments for a wide range of products and 

technologies in widespread sectors from safety, to building, 
packaging, insulation, etc. The perfect balance between 

lightness and safety, density and shock absorption is also 
intrinsic in the right shape with the best interplay of solids 

and voids.









AIR KING
TIME TRIAL’S NEW KING



THE
TIME

TRIAL’S 
KING



WE WENT BEYOND 
WIND TUNNEL

The collaboration with the pro has always been part of 
LIMAR DNA, and LIMAR was the first company to sponsor a 
full cycling team. The recommendations of champions 
testing the helmets during races, allowed to develop 
helmets based on the real needs of professional cyclists, 
extremely demanding in terms of comfort, ventilation and, 
most of all, performance.

Galleria del Vento Newton, Milano
Astana Premier Tech – Alexandr Vlasov



AIR KING 
TIME TRIAL’S KING

The tests carried out in the Magny- Cours wind tunnel and, recently, in 
Boardman Performance Center allowed to translate all collected data into a 
shape, the shell, literally shaped by the wind. 
The air flows freely around the helmet design, meeting no obstacles. 
The entry is through the three central openings and the sliding is guided by 
specific channels.

INTEGRATED VISOR

Every detail of Air King is designed to meet high requests of the most 
demanding cyclists and hardest competitions.
The polycarbonate visor fits perfectly into the helmet design.
INSTANTANEOUS MAGNETIC GRIP VISOR

ANTI FOG AIR FLOW SYSTEM

Between the lens and the frame,
Air Flow System guarantees a constant and perfect visibility and an ideal 
ventilation, reducing the formation of condensation and fogging.

High performing EPS/PC shell

3 front, 1 back air vents, 8 longitudinal inner air flow channels

Air fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Pro

Non allergenic washable comfort pads

S 52 56 M 54 58 L 57 61

S 410 gr  M 254205 gr  L 430 gr

TIME TRIAL RACE

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR

PRICE 329,95 €



AIR KING
AIR KING



AIR KING
AVAILABLE COLORS

MATT WHITE MATT BLACK 



Air pro 
shaped by the air 

• banner



SHAPED 
BY THE 
AIR 



EVERY DETAIL MATTERS
Our helmets are high-performance, ventilated, 
comfortable, protective and aero. 
But our search never stops, since every little detail
must contribute to boost comfort and performance.
That is why we continuously look for innovative 
solutions, for our pro and amateur cyclists helmets. 
To be able to offer just the best.
We have exploited the unique properties of carbon, 
coupling them with EPS, to realize a maximum 
resistance core with minimum thickness. Two 
structural wings merge with the side ribs of the 
shell, creating a highly performing cage in terms of 
safety, aerodynamics and ventilation.









MIPS AIR is a Brain Protection System made 
by a low friction layer that allows a sliding
movement of 10-15 mm, in all directions, 
reducing rotational motion to the brain during
impact.
Limar chose the revolutionary and innovative 
Mips Air solution, much lighter and more 
ventilated than the common one.
This is achieved through the integration of the 
Mips Brain Protection System and the LIMAR 
comfort padding, the result is enhanced
comfort, fit and great air flow inside the 
helmet.

AIR PRO MIPS   PRICE 299,95€
available colors:  
IRIDESCENT WHITE 
AIR PRO IRIDESCENT MATT BLACK 

+



NEW 2021
COLOURS

AIR SPEED
BORN TO RACE



BORN 
TO 
RACE



THE ANSWER IS THE WIND

When cycling, air is your main rival.
That’s why our R&D focused on the helmet aerodynamics, 
studying the air stream and turbolence to guarantee 
athletes and amateurs areal and consistent advantage.

At an average speed of 40 km/h, AIR SPEED achieves the 
same performance and aerodynamics code than our time 
trial helmet, LIMAR AIR KING, with the natural advantage of 
a better ventilation.









AIR MASTER

• BANNER



YOU RACE 
FASTER



VENTILATED AND AERODYNAMIC? 
YES WE CAN

It might sound like a contradiction but it is a reality 
made possible by Limar tech.
By exploiting the Venturi effect, the 15 air vents and 
their channel circuit allow the entry of a large 
quantity of air without compromising the 
aerodynamic performance.











THE AIR REVOLUTION STARTS HERE



DESIGN IS NOT SIMPLY 
ABOUT IMAGE
Design means creating a helmet providing comfort, 
ventilation and performance within an inspiring
shape. The most innovative analysis tools (CFD) 
guided us in designing each product as a perfect
synthesis between form and performance.

At the centre of every design phase there is always
the rider, the one who must wear a helmet
and feel really good wearing it: a design that does
not respect this crucial requirement fails from the 
beginning.









LIMAR EYEWEAR
ENLARGE THE VISION OF YOUR ADVENTURES



Grilamid TR90 full frame. High adherence nose pad, djustable and temples tips

Polycarbonate 100% UV400, cat 3 (15% transmittance)  flash mirror and revo coating

Anti fog air flow system, changeable lens system

Clear cat.0 changeable lens, hard case and cleaning cloth included

Gravel and Enduro lovers

FRAME

LENS

DETAILS

ACCESSORIES

IDEAL FOR 

CAOS
ONE PASSION, TWO SHIELD LENSES

The new CAOS - aggressive design with a solid, noticeable frame.
It’s the perfect style for gravel and enduro lovers.
It offers an extra wide-vision monoshield, with cylindric, high resistance
polycarbonate lens for full protection from sun, sand and other debris.
Completed with big rubber nose pad for great adherence and adjustable temples
for perfect fit.

CAOS is a model with interchageable lenses. It is equipped with a 100% UV 
protective lens up to 400nm, with anti-scratch treatment and dark mirrored finish
(cat.3), and  1 clear lens for use in low visibility situations. 

RESISTANT STRUCTURE PLEASANT TO TOUCH
The frame material Grilamid TR90, is a composite 
more elastic than standard polycarbonate, highly performing and resistant to
breakage.
TR90 is coupled (by double injection) with a soft touch rubber, 
to allow a perfect adherence and avoid sliding during sports activities.
Nose pad with triple injection rubber, without any metallic part 
to avoid discomfort in contact with the skin.

PRICE        99,95 €

NEW



CAOS
CAOS

MATT BLACK  RED

MATT BLACK BLUE







ARGO
LOOK AND BE LOOKED 

Argo combines an essential design with contemporary style. 
A perfect match with Limar helmets for all your rides, 
but great for all your outdoor activities.

Bold design for a total eye  protection, thin frame, extremely light (it’s just 26 gr), 
but elastic and highly resistant. 
Wide sized 100% UV protective lens in high-strength polycarbonate, with
anti-scratch treatment and dark mirrored lens.
The air flow system ensures perfect vision and an ideal ventilation, reducing the 
formation of condensation and fogging.

ARGO is completed with rubber nose pad for great adherence and terminals
with metal core, 100% adjustable, offering maximum stability.

Grilamid TR90 full frame. High adherence nose pad, adjustable and temples tips

Polycarbonate 100% UV400, cat 3 (15% transmittance)  flash mirror and revo coating

Anti fog air flow system

Hard case and cleaning cloth included

Riding & adventures

FRAME

LENS

DETAILS

ACCESSORIES

IDEAL FOR 

PRICE        79,95 €

NEW



ARGO
ARGO

MATT TITANIUM GOLD

MATT BLACK

MATT BLACK BLUE





WHEN 
THE GOING 

GETS TOUGH



All around In-mould triple shell

17 air vents

Air fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Full coverage

Non allergenic washable comfort pads

M 53 57 L 57 61

M 310 gr L 360 gr

ENDURO ADVENTURES

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR

DELTA
WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH
DELTA is developed with Triple shell PC / EPS in-mould technology.
With its extended temples and neck coverage, it complies with the strictest 
International Safety standards CE, CPSC, AS and also with the NTA 8776 for E-Bike.
The new LIMAR DELTA HELMET offers a perfect fit for any head, it is available in two 
sizes M (53-57) and L (57-62)

TOTAL PROTECTION
It is equipped with a large peak to protect from sun, branches and stones, 
adjustable in three positions, it allows to place comfortably your goggle when 
not in use.

LIGHTNESS, VENTILATION AND COMFORT
Thanks to Limar high technology, choice of materials and know-how in terms of 
lightness, the weight is among the lowest in the same category in the market 
(310gr for M size).
It offers an excellent ventilation thanks to its 17 vents and two internal flow 
channels for a perfect air circulation.

PRICE 124,95 €



DELTA
DELTA



MATT ELECTRIC BLUE

MATT BLACK

MATT DARK GREEN
MATT GREY

MATT DARK RED

DELTA
AVAILABLE COLOURS

MATT BRIGHT RED



DELTA & ROC
BORN TOGETHER



FOCUS ON YOUR TRAIL
The new LIMAR ROC goggle, for enduro and 
downhill, has been designed to perfectly fit
both the face of the rider and the shape of 
the new LIMAR DELTA Enduro helmet. It
offers a wide peripheral vision, essential for 
both performance and safety. The composite 
material frame with great flexibility
guarantees excellent comfort and is
equipped with outriggers that allow perfect
adaptation to your helmet.

ROC

EVERY DETAIL MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
The 4 cm elastic band is equipped with 
silicone inside to ensure perfect adherence
to the helmet. The soft double layer foam in 
contact with the skin guarantees perfect
adherence and comfort, prevents humidity
and protects from the wet.

DARK GREEN

GREYDARK RED

BLACK

PRICE         99,95€



THE NEW MTB
BEGINNING

ALBEN
THE NEW MTB BEGINNING



THE NEW MTB 
BEGINNING
Alben is the latest Limar
helmet for all MTB lovers 
who enjoy their 
adventures with the best 
protection.

The design has been 
studied to offer maximum 
head coverage, though 
granting excellent 
ventilation with limited 
weight!

ALBEN



Featuring In-mould 
technology, it offers 
supreme ventilation 
with 22 vents.

Alben grants extended 
protection coverage 
with minimum weight.

The “Competition+” adjustment 
system allows horizontal and vertical 
regulation with integrated strap for a 
perfect fitting.

The internal pads in non-allergic 
fabric complete the excellent 
comfort of the helmet.

ALBEN
THE NEW MTB BEGINNING



• Compact design
• Extended coverage 
• Excellent ventilation
• Superlight weight

Thisi is ALBEN

ALBEN
THE NEW MTB BEGINNING



PRICE

TECHNOLOGY

59,95€

In-mould mono shell

AIR VENTS 22

SIZING 
SYSTEM

Competition+ fit 
system with height 
adjustment  and 
webbing connection

PADS Non allergenic, 
washable

HELMET LED 
LIGHT

Available as accessory

SIZES M 53 57   L 57 61

WEIGHT Superlight
M 230 gr   L 255 gr

ALBEN



ALBEN

MATT BLUEMATT DARK GREEN MATT DARK RED

MATT BLACK MATT ORANGE

AVAILABLE COLOURS



ALBEN
LIMAR chose Class A,

the lightest and most 
ventilated version

of MIPS. This is achieved 
though the integration 

of the MIPS Brain 
protection System and 

the comfort padding. 
The result is enhanced 

comfort, fit and air flow 
inside the helmet.

also available in Mips version.

ALBEN MATT BLACK MIPS

PRICE    89,95€





APPROVED FOR E-BIKE



Monoshell in-mould

Superior ventilation 19 air vents

Competition+ fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Extended coverage, compact design

Non allergenic washable comfort pads

M 52 57 L 57 62

M 300 gr L 325 gr

MTB ADVENTURES

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR

BERG-EM

The nineteen air vents and the three longitudinal channels allow a faster
extraction of hot air, granting an immediate and better cool effect in the head.

In-mould technology, ventilation, lightweight, insect net for insect protection: 
this helmet has it all to be the best companion in your e-rides

CERTIFIED FOR E-BIKE
NTA 8776 is the world’s first safety standard created specifically for Speed E-bike riders.
BERG-EM NTA has been tested to higher and faster impact rates and it is certified for 
speed e-bike use.
It has been designed to offer maximum coverage around the head and protection
against higher impact speed without losing great benefits of lightweight and supreme 
ventilation.

PROTECTION IN ALL CONDITIONS
Complies with the strictest internationalSafety standards
included NTA 8776 for e-bike

PRICE 79,95 €



BERG-EM
BERG-EM



AVAILABLE COLOURS

MATT SANDMATT TURQUOISE MATT BRIGHT RED

MATT BLACK MATT BLUE

BERG-EM



888
THE LIGHTER, THE BETTER 



The 888 model is the MTB 
helmet where the concept of 

lightness is best expressed. It is in 
fact the result of a perfect 

balance between extended 
coverage and lightness: every 

detail has been designed to 
lighten the helmet without 
compromising protection.

The inside ventilation channels 
together with 23 airvents make it 

extremely ventilated, while the 
“Competition +” size system 

allows horizontal and vertical 
regulation with integrated strap 

for a perfect fitting.

THE LIGHTER 

THE BETTER



888

INSECT NET

All around double shell in-mould

Superior ventilation 23 air vents

Competition+ fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Extended coverage, compact design

Non allergenic washable comfort pads

M 55 59 L 59 63

M 260 gr L 270 gr

MTB ADVENTURES

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR

PRICE 99,95 €



888
AVAILABLE COLOURS

MATT SAND GREYMATT BLACK



TECHNOLOGY FIT

VISOR

Monoshell in-mould Comfort

Removable, plugs includedAIR VENTS

SIZE cm 

Superior ventilation 22 air vents

M (52-57) - L (57-61)SIZING SYSTEM

WEIGHT g

Active System with webbing connection

M 255 - L 265PADS Non-allergenic and washable comfort pads

SCRAMBLER

BLUE BLACKBLACK TITANIUM

WHITE WHITE YELLOW ALL COLOURS AVAILABLE WITHOUT VISOR

RED BLACK

SRP  €  54,95

NOTES

76

ALL SPORTS
The Limar SCRAMBLER model is the ideal helmet for your adventures in the nature or 
for your bike rides with family or friends.
Versatile and practical, adaptable to the cyclist who loves to vary, in total safety.
Limar SCRAMBLER offers professional performances at an affordable price. The In-
Mould Technology guarantees a high level of safety and protection.

SPECIAL FEATURE
Equipped with a removable 
front visor, caps included.

SAFE AND COMFORT
The perfect combination of safety and comfort, with its 22 air vents providing excellent 
ventilation. The Limar SCRAMBLER helmet is available in two comfortable sizes at a 
very low weight, for a very interesting price / quality ratio.
The well-ventilated design makes it great for a range of riding types, making it one of 
the best-value, most-versatile products in our range.
.

Monoshell in-mould

Superior ventilation 22 air vents

Active fit system with webbing connection

Comfort

Non allergenic washable comfort pads

M 52 57 L 57 62

M 255 gr L 265 gr

RIDING & ADVENTURES

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

IDEAL FOR

PRICE 54,95 €



SCRAMBLER
SCRAMBLER



TURQUOISE WHITE WHITE PINK BLUE BLACK

BLACK BLACK RED GUNMETAL GREEN

SCRAMBLER



360  
The high performing 

injection molded ABS shell 
and tuned EPS foam keep 

you safe on the road.
The “Competition+” 

adjustment system allows 
horizontal and vertical 

regulation with integrated 
strap for a perfect fitting.



GREY

360°

ABS Hardshell

12 air vents

Competition+ fit system with height adjustment and webbing connection

Active

Non allergenic washable comfort pads, 1 set of additional pads included

M 52 59 L 57 62

M 400 gr L 480 gr

Reflective webbing

TECHNOLOGY

AIR VENTS

SIZING SYSTEM

FIT

PADS

SIZES

WEIGHT

SPECIAL FEATURE

PRICE 54,95 €

MATT BLACK



KID PRO 
With the same technical 
features of LIMAR best 
adult in-moulded
monoshell helmets, KID 
PRO is designed with 
amazing colored graphics 
and details. The 
Competition+ fit system 
grants the perfect 
regulation on the head, 
non-allergic pads and 
chin protector give great 
comfort. It complies with 
the strictest international 
standards CE, CPSC, AS to 
give to all little riders the 
highest levels of safety.



KID PRO M

RACE BLACK HEART PINK

PRICE        39,95 € 



KID PRO S

GRAFFITI HEARTS SPACE BLUE

PRICE        39,95 € 



info@limar.com
www.limar.com

FOLLOW US:        
@limarhelmetsofficial

/limarhelmets


